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Why Immigrant , Stay and take back! 
Mehdi Yarrahi 

Hamburg , 28.08.2023, 22:09 Time

USPA NEWS - This is The Lyrics of Mehdi Yarrahi Famous song In Protest of Mahsa Amini , In Iran and now because of his other
song he is arrested, I can Say one thing clearly (Shame On You Khamenei)

In the Name of You, That is our code word

The nightfall of Mahsa, shall be the daybreak of hundreds of Nedas

Sing! so that the city be filled with the anthem for woman, so grand

So that this homeland grows into the homeland!

At night, they dance along the streets,

Knocking on doors, shouting "Now, It's your move!"

My brother, My fortress!

whose luculent shadow holds me tight,

His running, his broad chest

is my safe refuge

They whip the onlookers' bodies!

Hey, these self-sacrificing folks are a part of my being!

In-lieu-of them, beat my heart!

The world becomes a song!

Allow me to kiss her in blood

That it will remain immortal!



Hairs put up, What a tremendous sense of awe!

They killed whoever recounts a heinous crime!

Why immigrate? Stay and take back!

Stifle their tyranny!

Sing! so that the city be filled with the anthem for woman, so grand

So that this homeland grows into the homeland!

What is The reason To arrest a famous singer in Iran?
Violence?
Fear?
Crime?
Unfounded?
This time, what is the dictator Khamenei afraid of?
Endless detentions and countless brave people who are fearless, along with young individuals who are no longer intimidated. This is
merely a practice for the downfall of a religious dictatorship.

Hello , Iran , Hello To one of the Bravest people in the world
Iranians no longer intend to remain silent, and this is the only thing that other countries should be sure of. The people of Iran see no
one as their enemy except the fearful dictator Khamenei and the terrorist organization IRGC.
The insane ruler of IRAN :
launches nightly attacks on the house of artists who merely voice the smallest protests, aiming to heighten fear in society and among
the youth. Yet, it seems he doesn't realize that the people who dont have Money, Safety, And (Freedom) are not scaring any more and
they hate to scare yes Iranian Showed us that they dont have plan to quit until Regime Change In IRAN
The people of Iran are on the verge of unity, and they no longer even need support, feeling hopeless about the entire world

But still, other governments believe they can ignore the voice of the Iranian 

The voice of Iranians is a cry for freedom and a demand for democracy, equality, and minimal religious influence in politics. They seek
friendship with all nations, having a normal country without strange laws. They desire freedom and as the anniversary of the
government's murder of Mahsa Amini approaches, Iranian people become more serious, prepared, hopeful, and ready for nonviolent
and peaceful struggle. According to the majority of politicians inside and outside the country, starting from September 16, 2023,
Iranians will take to the streets to put an end to this religious tyranny and the Khamenei government. Iranians believe that no other
country listens to their voice, and they must decide for themselves. This is the true meaning of revolution, as the most accurate and
real belief for a revolution is knowing that they can make decisions for their own future.

People with a highly cultured background, a strong history and civilization, and emotions that, these days, after the killing of many
Iranian youth over the past years, have been stirred by documentaries showing how the suppressors of the Khamenei regime have
directly harmed the people. These days, Iranians are more serious and determined than ever for a complete revolution and liberation
from the Khamenei regime.

And the reason for all these government's brutal detentions is very clear: the Iranian government has fully understood the seriousness
of the people's determination, and it's making all efforts to induce fear. A government that no longer possesses money, legitimacy,
popularity, sovereignty, and most importantly (the people's support of its own country). This signifies the end of this government, and



nothing else.

Let us believe that we must align ourselves with the right side of history and support the Iranian people in any way possible, and
become the voice of these courageous people.

Let us believe that a free Iran benefits all people and countries of the world. Iran has significant potential for tourism and is ready for
development and entering modern industries. Let us believe that a free Iran establishes peace and introduces a country to the whole
world that is highly suitable for business, travel, and leisure.
Let us believe that a free Iran can not support Russia to Continue the unfair war in Ukrain
We Must
BELIEVE THAT A FREE IRAN IS BLESSING FOR EVERYONE THATS IT.

Thank you for reading this article, and I was the only author of this article. 
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